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Abstract. In global software development (GSD) projects, distributed teams
collaborate to deliver high-quality software. Project managers need to control
these development projects, which increasingly adopt agile practices. However,
in a distributed project a major challenge is to keep all team members aware of
recent changes of requirements and project status without providing too little or
too much information for each role. In this paper we introduce a framework to
define notification for development team members that allows a) measurement
of notification effectiveness, efficiency, and cost; b) formalizing key communication in an agile environment; and c) providing method and tool support to implement communication support. We illustrate an example scenario from an industry background to explain the concept and report results from an initial empirical evaluation. Main results are that the concept allows determining and increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of key communication in a global
software development project in a sufficiently formal way without compromising the use of agile practices.
Keywords: Software project management, software process improvement, methods and tools of software development, agile practices in global software development, context-specific notification.

1 Introduction
Today business competition forces highly distributed and global software development (GSD) players to be more responsive and adapt to uncertainty during development processes (e.g., changes of requirements, technologies implementation; involvement of partners/subcontractors), especially in novel product development [14].
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The Agile Manifesto1, promised that in higher customer satisfaction can be achieved
by addressing such uncertainty aspects and deliver working software frequently with
shorter timescale. However adoption of agile practices such as daily planning, daily
synchronization and daily build [7], [16], requires overall more intensive communication and information exchange among project team members regarding project
changes which is less infrequent and more expensive in typical plan driven GSD
project due to distant location, different time zone [9].
Eventually, in order to communicate every change of requirements and other significant project artifact changes, typically a GSD team member who committed changes
notifies other team members in some informal way (e.g., by phone), which can add to
hidden communication costs in the team due to allocated effort and/or result in loss of
information or delay. Another common practice is team member individually subscribes to particular work tools (e.g., a project manager may subscribe to SVN/CVS to
be notified for each developer check-in), although this approach is a cheaper way of
notification creation and transmission, however it is often that the target user receive
too much information as most of them are out of his current work context or interest.
Hence to effectively manage such a agile-distributed project one success factor is
to address issues specific to agile-distribution such as (a) to keep awareness of all
team members of relevant project status (b) information supply should meet the current work context of each role, which is now hard to measure due to informal way of
communication between team members in GSD, and (c) reduction of cost and effort
of of key communications during development processes.
To address these issues, we propose a concept of “in-time role-specific notification”. In-time and role-specific means to deliver the right information contain to
target user within their current work context (context aware). We define the notification in a way that allows formal description of measurement such as: notification
effectiveness, completeness and correctness in order to reveal the value of exchanged
information between team members. We suggest such formalization also can be used
in agile contexts. To address the need for effort and cost reduction we extend the
functionality of GSD work tools by introducing plug-in integration of work tools to
support in-time role-specific notification in GSD settings.
Derived from industry background experiences, we present scenarios which illustrate the need for in-time role-specific notification. The remaining part of this paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related work on agile methods adoption in
GSD settings and issues in controlling agile GSD projects. Section 3 introduces the
research questions and the concept of “in-time role-specific notification”. Section 4
illustrates scenarios from industry background and later in section 5 we provide initial
evaluation of the concept. Section 6 discusses the initial evaluation results with related work. Section 7 concludes and summarizes future research on in-time rolespecific notification to better support collaboration in distributed projects.
.

2. Related Work
Global software development (GSD) projects can benefit from agile practices to react
to changing requirements and project circumstances, however to maintain the overview and control of this project extra care has to be taken to maintain the timely
communication between distributed teams and team members. Formalization of key
communication and supported by proper infrastructure can take away the burden of
1
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communication“work” from team members while maintaining communication effectiveness and efficiency. The key question is what kind of communication can be automated and how tools can support such automation
2.1 Agile Methods Adoption in GSD Settings
Boehm and Turner [2] describes balancing agility with discipline such as introducing
agile practices in plan-driven GSD projects may provide complementary values derived from both approaches. As the usage of plan-driven GSD methodologies promise
access to larger competence developer pool with lower development costs, and work
effectiveness due to time zone exploitation [9]. While agile software development
offers several benefits for GSD such as adaptation to changing requirements, higher
customer satisfaction, rapid releases, and lower defect rates [1]. However, Boehm and
Turner also suggest that,
The key success is finding the right balance between agility and discipline within the
development process, which will vary from different project to project according to
circumstances and risk involved.
Several literatures in Distributed and Global Software Development report experiences of agile methods practices in distributed project settings. Schawber [16] reports a case study in scaling Scrum for large project in an outsourcing company. He
created multiple small to medium size Scrum teams to perform shorter Sprint cycle
and shorter daily Scrum meeting in order to reduce deliverable time of software product. Other study by Martin Fowler [7] reports extreme programming (XP) adoption in
large distributed project in USA. The projects successfully used practices such as
continuous integration to reduce problems with integrating the work across multi-site
teams, short iteration, and multiple communications. To keep communication between teams effective yet relatively intensive as required by XP, he employs a “team
ambassadors” as communication buffer or team representative to interface with other
distributed teams. Nisar et al. [13] and Xiaohu [18] report their experiences in adopting extreme programming (XP) in offshore teams collaborating with onshore consumers. The development work is done in offshore teams with tightly involvement of the
onshore customer. Xiaohu further explained the main issue for implementing XP practices was to reduce the communication delay and improve communication quality between
the customers and the offshore development team.

All these experience reports conclude that applied agile methods (such as XP and
Scrum) can benefit distributed development; however, research is needed to address
issues on communication between project team members which is limited and expensive in GSD settings [14].
2.2

The Needs for Formalization in GSD and Agile Contexts

To deliver high quality software, in GSD projects typically multiple distributed teams
work on the software development. During collaboration, the team members spend
more than 50% development time for communication [15], and about 70% of this
time accounted for cooperative activities [17]. Other studies in distributed software
development suggests that direct /face to face communication is very important in
uncertain software development such as to fill in activity details, fix mistakes and
inaccurate prediction, counter measures for the effect of project changes [9], to address coordination and interdependency issues [5]. Therefore, direct communication
limitation and breakdown regarding the recent changes in requirement and project
status make critical situation in software development processes. From GSD project
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management point of view it is very important to provide information that should
meet the roles expectation in order to keep the team member aware to current requirement changes and status of development artifacts, and help to support the multisites collaboration activities. However as direct communication and frequent formal
reporting of performance status in GSD is luxury and somehow very limited, hence
depict the need for an approach that can significantly reduce the effort and cost of
communication.
One approach is tool supported notification exchanges between teams and team
members by a network of notification server as proposed by deSouza et al. [5] which
benefit collaborative development such as in GSD by managing interdependencies of
task and artifacts [4]. They suggested that the event data flowing in the project system
network and work tools encapsulate critical information necessary to improve coordination of activities, and communication. An event and its attributes (such as requirement changes, automatic build) can represent stakeholder interactions or communication during a software project execution. However although notification server propose automation of some key communication in GSD, however deSouza et al. did not
mention how to formalize such notification (e.g. notification specification, rules, and
model) which is necessary to bring discipline to the automated notification generation
processes. We need to formalize in order to reduce cost, effort, and risk such as delay
which is necessary in GSD context. On the other hand we should not formalize everything because it reduces the flexibility which is necessary for certain aspects in the
project, too costly and not practical. Therefore, it is necessary to balance formalization
and flexibility using cost-benefit analysis.

3. The Concept of In-Time Role-Specific Notification to Balance
Agile Practices in GSD settings
This section motivates the research issues and the proposed concept of in-time rolespecific notification to address our research question. We also envision the GSD tool
support for collaboration of GSD team members, by introducing the integration of
plug-in which allows the information exchanges as part of team member work tools.

3.1 Current Reality of Agile-Global Software Development
To examine the cause and effect logic behind current agile adoption in GSD settings, we employed Current Reality Tree suggested (CRT) in Goldratt’s theory of
constraints [3] as problem analysis tool. CRT begins with identifying the undesirable
effects we see in today practices in GSD and trace back to a few root causes, or a
single core problem. Later we can select what to improve that will have the greatest
positive effect to agile-GSD development. Figure 1 illustrates the current reality of
typical Agile-GSD project, the lower level represent the root cause, while the upper
level signify undesirable effects.
The rectangles represent entities such as core problem, root cause, effect and undesirable effect, while an ellipse represents AND operator and arrow signify the impact direction.
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IV. Undesireable
Effects of Agile-GSD
Increase possibility of
rework and delay

Reduce team
member’s motivation

Team member has lack
awareness of project
status

More reading effort
needed

III. Typical
Communications of
Changes

Team member often
miss vital information
due to lost or delay

Informal
Communication

Team Members often
have misunderstanding

Team member receives
too much information

Tool subscription

Less synchronous/face
to face communication

II. Dependency
Aspect and
Uncertain
Environment
Requires Intensive
Communication

Different Culture and
Languages

Geographical
Distributed

Different Time Zones
and Distant Location

I. GSD
Characteristics

Dependencies among
activities and artifacts

Constantly Changing
Environment

Fig 1 Current Reality Tree of Agile-GSD Project, undesirables effects such as delay and
motivation degradation of developer can be derived from (a) higher effort and higher cost to
retrieve information of project status and (b) the poor quality of conveyed information
We grouped the entities into 4 groups to avoid confusion of reader due to number
of entity represented in this model. The first group (box I) represents typical characteristics of global software development process as suggested by many literatures in
distributed and global software engineering domain such as in [9] [10] and [12]. The
distributed participants with different culture, different language may have impact in
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the content of information being exchanged, as the result team members sometimes
have misinterpretation or misunderstanding of the conveyed message, on the other
hand the distant location and different time zone, make face-to face communication
such as daily synchronization more expensive, worth more effort and hard to coordinate.
The second group (box II), express the need for more intensive communication
among team members due to their work dependencies and changing in project environment (e.g. requirement and artifact changes), however as direct communication is
infrequent in GSD context, in group 3 (box III) reveals that the communication of
changes are committed either in informal way or by subscribing to work tools as described in introduction.
The fourth group (box IV) illustrates the undesirable effects due to current communication methods in Agile-GSD project. As the team member missed vital information
this will cause lack of awareness of important project status concerning his work
context. This information deficiency may lead team member to perform a task with
flaw direction, and increase the possibility of versioning problem, rework and delay.
The tool subscribed method, often shower a team member with information spam;
consequently he needs more effort to select which information is relevant for his current work context, which sometimes can be a frustrating task. Both of these undesirable effects (lack of awareness and more reading effort) will decrease the developer
motivation, and eventually will have larger impact to overall development process.

3.2 Research Issues
Based on Current Reality Tree in section 3.1, direct communications between team
members are extensively required by agile methods but missing in GSD due to cost
and effort allocation as the result of geographical distribution. Hence, the agile practices adoption in GSD settings will face greater challenge to traditional GSD project.
This hybrid Agile-GSD projects requires a novel method which promise cost and
effort reduction in information exchanges between GSD team members. One solution
is to automate the communication supported by tools as described in related work,
however the challenge is how much formalization of communication is enough, as in
agile context, we still need to maintain some aspect of flexibility due to project uncertainty. Therefore in this paper we propose two research questions which are:
(a) What kind of communication can be automated during development processes?
(b) How can tools support such automation?
To address these research issues, we introduce a framework to define notification
for development team member which allows:
o Measurement of notification effectiveness, and effort. To determine the effectiveness and effort of key communication and the value of notification in global
software development project in formal way without compromising the use of
agile practices.
o Formalizing key communication in an agile environment. We provide example
scenarios from industry background to explain the concept of formalization of
key communication in form of notification exchanges between GSD team members
o To provide method and tool support to implement communication support. Tool
support to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of key communication in
global software development project in formal way without compromising the
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use of agile practices. We also perform initial empirical evaluation from one of
the scenarios as the proof of concept

3.3 In-Time Role-Specific Notification: Definition and Concept
In global software development setting, collaboration between team members from
multiple sites is essential. Figure 2 illustrates the typical work and collaboration in
GSD, here a team member first assigned a role within specified work context, e.g.
project manager, developer, and tester, in certain location. In agile practices, role
assignment may not be a static position, for example a team member can be assigned
as software architect at the beginning of the project, later he can act as a developer
once the designs and specifications completed.

Fig 2 GSD Team Member role, and the need for notification based on his current work dependencies

Based on current assigned role, a team member should perform some activities or
task typically supported by a set of work tools to deliver software artifacts. Every
change of software artifacts can be considered as an event which is also typically
recorded in the work tool where the event happened. Typically works in GSD environment are not stand alone; a team member may have dependencies of artifact developed by other team members. Based on these dependencies, a team member needs to
be notified for certain events represent changes of the artifact. Hence he should specify a notification and retrieve the correct notification in time. To receive information
which is delayed, partial or not relevant will reduce a team member work performance
and also may affect other development tasks performed by other team members who
depend on his deliverables, as the consequences the project may face some risky condition such as version conflict, release delay, and quality reduction of to-be delivered
software.
3.3.1. In-Time Role-Specific Notification Definition
We define a notification as an object that collects information about status changes,
errors, early warnings and other time-relevant project status information to be presented to target roles. A notification can be triggered by events, correlation of events
or measurement data passing pre-defined threshold during project execution. For
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example a tester needs to be notified when a developer closed a development ticket
(ticket closing events), which required to be tested before adding the new code-set to
current body of code of to-be delivered software.
The meaning of in-time aims to localized notification to meet the user expectation
of particular timely effective information awareness, as he may only concern to be
notified for relevant project status changes in particular time of deliverable (immediately, or summarized) and within his current work context (e.g. what I’m doing
now, with whom/what my work connected with) and consider other out of context and
delayed notification as information waste or noise. Meanwhile the role-specific term
means to deliver the notification to the right notification user.
3.3.2. Notification Specification: How Much Formalization is enough?
The intention to specify a notification is to provide correct notification for target user
in formal way. In our context a notification derived from selected key communication
between team members. We use three selection criteria to select which key communications are worth enough for formalization and automation by tool support, such as:
(a) the key communication is significantly important to support collaboration of GSD
team members according to circumstances in development processes; (b) repetitive or
frequently occurrences in larger part of development life cycle(e.g. hours and daily
occurrence); and (c) data transmitted has significant probability of risks, such as to
become lost, error, impartial or delayed in manual way of transmission. Table 1 provides some examples of key communication selection for formalization and automation, these key communications passed the first selection criteria as considered important to support collaboration in GSD. Based on our Industry background we assumed
the values of the selection criteria for each key communication as described in table 1,
communication of changes of requirements and components are feasible for formalization and automation. After selection of key communication, the next step is to specify what kind of notification should be provided for target user. The specification
also needed to localize the scope of formalization as we only need to formalize several relevant aspect of key communication, and leave the rest to stay flexible.
There are several elements of key communication that should be formalized to specify a notification such as: processes performed during communication task (e.g.
impact analysis of requirement change, decision approval for requirement change), all
roles involved in information exchange (e.g. project manager as target user, and developer as events provider in changing requirement scenario, see section 4), data
transmitted during communication (e.g. traceability information of requirement),
distributed events to publish-subscribed the notification (e.g. source code element
changes published by the developer to trigger notification consumed by the project
manager), and delay allowance of notification represents the time between artifact/requirement changes and capturing of notification by target user.
The next step of formalization is to model the work-flow to trigger the notification
from abovementioned elements. We can use a process centric model such as IDEF0
or extension of UML proposed by Penker and Eriksson [6]. In this paper we use
Penker and Eriksson extension to illustrate notification for proposed scenario in section 4, as this extension offers more capability in expressing and formalization of
notification by mitigating the ambiguity often associated with narrative specifications
or scenarios.
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Table 1 Examples of Key Communication Selection in Agile-GSD settings
Key Communications
Changes of requirement
Requirement
traces
Component
changes
Fix mistakes in
code set
Fill in plan

Roles Involved

Occurrence
Medium

Risk (lost
and delay)
High

Need for
Formalization
Yes

Project manager,
developer, tester
Project manager,
developer
Developer

High

High

Yes

High

High

Yes

Developer

High

Low

No

Project manager,
Technical leader,
QA

Low

Low

No

3.3.3. Rules Definition and Notification Escalation
In order to deliver and present notification in-time and within context of particular
roles, those we need to formulate the notification rule. The syntax to formulate notification rules consists of the following parts: Notify <whom> in <what way> (e.g., email, SMS, entry in change log) by <when> (e.g., immediately; batch every hour/day)
concerning <in which context> (e.g. implement particular task, managing certain
project) due to <change event> (e.g. requirement changes, component changes).
Whom: list of persons, roles, or groups. Change can be any observable or derived
event or state change regarding an artifact or project state, e.g., some expected event
did not happen during the given time window. While context can be any task that
assigned to the user, and selected as his current work focus or need to be notified
when certain changes occur. For example in requirement changes scenario as described in section 4, a notification for John a developer if particular requirement
changed, can be described as: Notify John in his Eclipse workspace, immediately concerning his task T1 to implement requirement R1 due to changes of Requirement R1.
If a condition can not be handled by the system based on the rule set, and then the
issue should be escalate to a sufficiently competent role that can provide a reasonable
decision. For example in continuous integration build scenario as applied in XP adoption in distributed off-shore project by [13], in this scenario typically a developer will
automatic build his code before send it to the repository. For each build he will get
notification of build status either success or broken build, however in certain situation
such as in an approaching deadline, if a developer experiences too many build failures
which is risky situation as there is possibility of he may not deliverer his task on-time.
This issue should be escalated to the project manager, so then he can take some appropriate counter measures to address such risk. This example reveals the benefit of
notification as early warning sign that may be used to complement information from
developer, and to reduce delay for information dissemination.
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3.3.4. Derived Measurement
The value of in-time role-specific notification influenced by several factors that can
be measured such as:
o Effort (E) is an accumulation of work hours to prepare (Tpr), to process (Tpc)
and to create notification of changes (Tcr). Integrated tools’ plug-ins supported
notification should be able to reduce significantly the overall effort allocated by
the GSD team members.
Here we can formulate effort as E= Tpr+Tpc+Tc (1)
o Correct Notification (CN) is number of notifications created and transmitted to
target user within the scope of pre-defined specification.
o False Positives (FP) is number of notifications determined not in the scope of
correct specified notifications for a target user.
o False Negatives (FN) indicates number of notifications determined in the scope
of correct specified notifications but do not reach target users
o Effectiveness (EF) is number of correct notifications (CN) in proportion to all
generated notifications (GN) for a specified notification set (SN). We expect that
tool support increase notification transmission effectiveness as expected in agile
context.
Here we can formulate: EF= CN/GN
(2)
GN = CN + FP+ EF
(3)
These factors are considered as general measurement of value of notification and
should be applicable to almost every scenario in GSD and Agile context. We can use
this measurement for balancing agility and formalism in notification, by comparing
the results of several alternatives of delivering the notification. For example in scenario described in section 5 we can compare the effort needed by two traditional alternatives of requirement tracing ( with Excel and Req.Pro) with our proposed plug-in
alternatives, if the results reveal that plug-in offers significant effort reduction with
respect to cost to develop such plug-in, then GSD project manager may need to consider to apply such alternatives, on the other hand if the effort reduction is considered not worth enough compare to plug-in development’s cost and other set-up effort, then PM may just discard the idea of the plug-in approach.

3.4 Tool Integration and Support
In this work we propose the presentation of notifications in the user interface of a tool
routinely used by the target role in order to reduce team member refusal due to
”another-tool-syndrome”. Tool support mostly consists of tool sets (requirements,
development, configuration, tracking and test tools) that can interact in principle providing the basis for redundancy-free, consistent storage of data and exchange of data
between tools (via tools interfaces). Tool-based notification also promise costreduction which make information exchange can be much more affordable in GSD
context, moreover a comprehensive tool support is needed to enable consistent, errorfree, and up-to-date information exchange in a GSD context. The interfacing between
tools using plug-ins can support information exchange of events recorded by tools
during project execution.
Tool support allows to implement notifications using a rule engine, which can be
captured and processed into meaningful information or notification using complex
events processing techniques [11] e.g., a correlated events processor (CEP). Figure 2
illustrates how GSD work tools can be connected to an enterprise service BUS (ESB)
using plug-ins (plug-ins integration). These plug-ins captured particular events occur
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in the tools, and publish the events to the ESB in XML format. These events later
captured and processed by the CEP, and if a measurement threshold or certain rules
apposite with an event or correlated events then a notification (also in XML format) is
triggered and published to the ESB.
Some subscribed tools’ plug-ins consumes the notification and presents it to the
user as part of their work tools. In summary these plug-ins act as notification or event
publisher and as notification subscriber/consumer, and can be configured dynamically
by the user (GUI-based configuration for a general user and an event selection pattern
language for more sophisticated user).
In continuous integration practices, some activity triggering automation (e.g., automatic build and automatic test) benefit agile software development by reducing
effort and time for certain tasks, these activities also may trigger events that considerable worth noting for roles involved in development process such as build status,
build error. Correlating these events (e.g. correlating build failures for particular task
in certain period of time) can derive time-relevant status information such as quality
degradation and quality prediction of software product.

Fig 3 Integrated tool support for In-time Role-Specific Notification in Agile-GSD
settings

4 Example Scenario
The following scenario illustrates how in-time role specific notification provides support to current global software development especially when agile practices introduced to the development processes. We provide initial empirical evaluation based on
the result of implementation of the scenario. In this scenario several distributed team
members such as a project manager on site A who has responsibility in requirement
management which later implemented by the developer from site B. The project
manager manages the requirement in requirement management tool such as Requisite
Pro, while the developers use IDE tool such as Eclipse as their development platform.
If a change of requirement X arrives from the customer, accordingly the project leader
performs impact analysis, in order to decide whether such change should be implemented or not (see figure 3), he needs to know the current status from developer who
assigned to implement the requirement X, and what kind of impact may derived by
this change e.g. risks and cost.
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Typically developers in GSD create some Excel matrices to store traceability information of implementation status which can be considered as ad-hoc approach or
systematically draw a license for the project’s requirements management tool (e.g.
Req.Pro). Project manager then manually assesses this information, performs the
analysis and creates an impact report as the basis of decision approval whether a
change should be implemented or not. Based on this scenario, we can define the impact analysis as the processes, project manager and developer as roles involved in
this process, and traceability information transmitted by the developer as key communication to be automated. Let’s assume that we extended the functionality of tools
used by developer (Eclipse) and project manager (Req.Pro) with plug-ins to provide
interface between the two tools. In this extended scenario whenever a developer
committed some changes in his code set, the Eclipse plug-in will store this event and
correlate these changes to relevant requirement (Req.X), and automatically publish a
requirement traces notification (N) consists of developer ID, source code elements
that have been changed, date of changes and its correlation with Req.X. The Req.Pro
plug-in which subscribed for this type of notification then captures notification N
from the integrated work tools BUS (see figure 2), and present this notification in the
project manager’s Req.Pro interface.

Fig 4 Impact Analysis is performed by project manager based on requirement traceability information from the developer
Despite of cost and effort reduction, as result of automation, this approach can benefit distributed project controlling as a project managers can decide if a requirement
should be changed although development has already been started. They can also
easily get in contact with the developer that is working on it to ask him about the
current progress or potential implications. As the consequences notification may enhance the impact analysis processes in order to avoid potentially dangerous situation
such as to put barrier to the developer against risky or unnecessary changes (as in
Scrum before a Sprint release).
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5 Initial Empirical Evaluation
We performed an initial feasibility study of the integrated tool plug-in support for
scenario of requirement traces to support impact analysis as described. In order to
compare the plug-in-based approach with other alternatives, we observed a set of
projects at Siemens PSE to evaluate the tracing efforts, correctness and completeness
of each alternative. The projects were different in domain (transportation systems,
telecommunication, etc.), but similar in size: medium size projects, with 2 to 4 sites
(e.g., Austria, Romania, Slovakia), and between 10 and 60 team members.
The number of requirements of each project is between 150 and 300; number of
source code methods to be traced range from 6000 to 13000, while number or traces
per requirements is between 150 and 300. Based on these project setting factors we
compared the effort to trace requirements to source code methods, the completeness
and correctness of traces for the tracing alternatives described in section 4. For more
detail information and scenario of evaluation can be found in Heindl et. al [8].
Comparison of the 3 alternatives of requirement tracing, reveal that using plug-in
alternatives for tracing requirement may significantly reduce the effort of developer
teams and increasing completeness and correctness of tracing.
Heindl et al, also reported such improvement lead to higher developer motivation,
as developer will have more awareness of changes in requirement, lower effort to
trace the requirement and more confidence of correctness of trace information, which
also reduce possibility of delay or rework.

Table 2 Comparison of Tracing Effort and Tracing Qualities, source Heindl et al. [8]

Ad-hoc
Systematic
Continuous/Plug
in

Effort for tracing (in working
hours)
For 150
For 300
requirements
requirements
450 to 1350
900 to 2700
50 to 167
99 to 334
8 to 26
16 to 53

Tracing Qualities
Correctness
(%)
5% to 30%
20% to 40%
60% to 75%

False Positives
(%)
5-10%
10%
5%

In this paper we compare three alternatives of requirement tracing, and to investigate the continuous tracing approach using in-time role-specific notification concept
on the effort and quality of traces. However as reported by Heindl et. al, this approach
will have greater benefit for medium to large projects, as for smaller projects, the
tracing effort might be too high compare to traditional ad-hoc tracing. Automation of
notification in this scenario also has to consider the amount of investment needed
especially in project with a low number of requirements and requirement changes.
We use requirement tracing scenario for our initial evaluation because we believe
that changing of requirements is the most prominent factor in current software development which need more attentions from the development teams.

6 Discussion
From related work, we can conclude that agile practices adoption in GSD settings
may provide several benefits needed by current industry. However one challenge is to
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provide a means of communication and information exchanges between team members concerning occurrence of changes. Referring to our initial research questions,
distributed project needs to define some key communications which is feasible for
automation in order to reduce cost and effort.
In our initial feasibility study we selected traceability of requirement changes as the
key communication that can be automated. The integration of plug-in for developer’s
tool (Eclipse) and project manager’s tool (Req.Pro), provide an interface between the
tools, which allows automating this key communication.
The framework also allows measurement of the value of notification, as in our initial empirical study we found that integration of tool support significantly reduces
the effort for requirement tracing compared to more expensive time consuming alternatives (e.g. using Excel and Requisite Pro) which are commonly used in current
GSD projects. However the evaluation of the concept from other context of agiledistributed development such as different development process scenarios and measuring it’s the impact to overall development performance will be further work.

7 Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a concept of a role-specific and context-aware notification
supported by integrated tools in a distributed project. The goal was to provide an
approach to complement current distributed project controlling in order to address the
need for more coordination and interdependency issues as the results of application of
agile practices in GSD settings.
Formalization and automation of some key communications between team members in form of notification may provide benefits such as cost and effort reduction
which is necessary in an environment where intensive direct communication is required due to agile practices but seems limited in GSD settings. Moreover we suggest
that such notification should provide GSD team members more timely-effective information awareness of project status changes with respect to their current work context. Our initial feasibility study reveals promising result, however the results also
depict the need for empirical evaluation of the concept in industries which use agile
methods in their distributed projects and employ larger size of development team,
which we consider as future work.
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